21st May 2021

Another curriculum-packed week at Grange. Art has been a particular theme this week, however we have articles
including English, Science, Maths and our outdoor learning at the Forest School. Our year 10 and 11s have been
working extremely hard in preparation for their exams and we wish them all the luck next term.

Hazel
Hazel class have been
showing off their artistic
talents this week making
stained glass window self
portraits. We spent time
thinking about our local
community and who we
could help by gifting some
plants we had grown. We
learned about Ramadan and Eid in our RE lesson.

on our work. I liked that when you overlapped the
colours it made new different colours.
Anna: I enjoyed art this week, I used different coloured
acetate to put colours on my self-portrait. It was quite
tricky, it kept rolling up and was difficult to stick down.
Dawid: This week I enjoyed art. We made a self portrait
which we turned into a glass picture frame. We used
coloured acetate to decorate our picture frame. I also
enjoyed learning about Eid and fasting.
Callum: I really enjoyed putting colour on my artwork this
week. I think my
Abiah: I enjoyed art this week, I added colour to my
picture is looking really
stained-glass picture, I found it very calming.
good. We used words
Kieran: I really enjoyed art this week we are making a
about things we like
window picture, it was about what we liked in our lives
on our self-portrait.
we used acetate to put colour on.
Kirsty: I liked learning
Bella: In my art lesson we made a self-portrait, but
about Ramadan and
instead I chose a wolf to do. We wrote words around the Eid, Mrs Idris taught us
picture. We used coloured acetate. I found it difficult to about what fasting is.
cut the acetate as it was very thin.
I think I would struggle
Rebecca: The lesson I enjoyed this week was horticulture to fast as I would get
because we were learning about how to take care of
very hungry. I found
tomato plants. We also learned that the way we take
the lesson very
care of tomato plants is by watering them.
interesting.
Ethan: I liked art this week, we added see through colour

Willow
This week in Willow class we have been exploring different
types of flora in Britain. We have then continued to learn
about an artist who paints flowers. Her name is Georgia
O’Keefe. We have used water colours to paint some of our
favourite flowers. We learnt the different techniques of
painting with water colours.
Tristan: My flower was a yellow and wooden colour. I had to
be careful to make it look like a sunflower.
Hannah: It is hard to use water colour paint as you have to
only use a bit of paint. It looks good, I painted a lily.
Courtney: I painted a sunflower too, it was yellow and I had to make it big like the artist.
Robin: My flower was colourful. I used pinks and purple paints. I blended them.
Jordan: My flower was bright.
Kaiden: I painted a red poppy and a yellow daffodil.
Kajetan: I had to dab the brush.

Sycamore
Sycamore have been working
extremely hard in preparation for
their exams. They have already
sat some of the papers and are
currently revising for more to
come …. Hard work!

Ben: I can’t think exactly
how many papers we I have completed so far, I have
done a lot! I am happy with my results! It has been tough
but we all get through it together.
Darren-Lee: We have been doing the exams for English. I
don’t really know what to say other than it is boring and
painful to do. It will all be worth it in the end when I get
James: Recently we have been working on exam
my GCSEs.
practices. I don’t think that they have been too difficult
Jaiden: I have been preparing to take my exams. I have
so far, I feel that I have come out from the exams I have completed 6 PSE booklets on lots of different topics. At
completed so far, victorious and have succeeded. I
first I wasn’t very interested in completing the books but
enjoy completing the papers as they are really
once I had done 4 I knew I had achieved an award, I
educational and are getting me ready for my exams.
carried on to do 6, now I will get a Level 1 accredited
Jessica: We have completed an English exam; I was very certificate. I am taking functional skills in English, I also
pleased with my exam grade. I found the revision quite
completed a reading test, I was very pleased when I got
stressful, it’s been a little bit tough but it’s worth it for my
100%. I haven’t enjoyed doing the revision but it has
GCSEs.
helped me.

Beech
In Art we have
been looking at
typography and
micrography. We
took photos of
ourselves and
enlarged them to
A3. Then we
traced over the
image and added
words of things
that had meaning to us – such as our favourite things.
The image was then copied onto clear acetate and we
added coloured acetate to create a stained glass
window effect.

Allan: I created a mind map of key words to use on my
self-portrait. Then I traced the image of my face and
added lots of words of things that I like. It was copied
onto clear acetate and then I added colours to create a
stained glass window.
Logan: The materials I used in this piece are clear and
coloured acetate. Through working this way I have
learned how to cut acetate without ripping it. I could
develop this piece further by adding more colours.
Kailey: I made a stained glass window effect of my face
and it was really cool. I put lots of different words in
different styles of writing on and around my face. I think
using black pen worked really well because it shows up
through the coloured acetate.
Sohaib: In this piece I have used black marker pen to
make my selfOumar: Through working this way I have learnt how to
portrait look clear.
trace my image and learnt how to draw accurately. I
The skills I have used
am particularly pleased about my stained glass window are tracing and
and writing around my face.
cutting. I created
Kade: In this piece I have used photography. I have
words in shapes.
traced my self-portrait in pencil and created words
Chloe: I made a
within shapes. I have created a stained glass window
portrait of all my
effect using acetate.
favourite things for
Grigoriy: I think using marker pen worked really well as it my stain glass
gave a bold outline to the words. I am particularly
window. I created
pleased with the stained glass window coloured effect
this piece using
even though I found it very tricky.
words and shapes.
Tamsin: The materials I have used for this piece are
I wanted to add
marker pens, tracing paper, clear acetate and coloured more secondary colours to my work.
acetate. The skills I have used are cutting and tracing.

Cedar
This week Cedar have been preparing for external examinations. They have
completed a speaking and listening assessment for Functional Skills English and in
science they have completed a practice Entry Level exam.
Skye: In science we have been doing a practice exam. I found some of it hard
and some quite easy. I still tried with the harder ones.
Chiara: The test was about what we have been learning. There were questions
about cars braking and stopping and also
some questions about temperatures and how
you adjust the temperature in your home.
Josiah: I found it hard and frustrating at times,
but I tried my best anyway. There were some questions that I did manage to
answer ok.
RJ: The exam was challenging. I tried to remember what I’d learned in class to
answer the questions. It was about energy. I passed, so I feel good.
April: It was hard; it was about insulating houses and breaking distances. I used
maths to help answer some of the questions.
Kelsey: I passed with 13/20! I was really pleased. I found the pie charts easy to
read and I was good at the radiation questions.
Demaris: I was nervous before the exam. I worked on it independently. I
passed, but I think I could get a higher score next time because I will try harder.
Lex: I finished the exam quickly and I passed. I completed all of the questions but one of two were difficult.

Elm

This week we have
been continuing our
poetry studies in
English looking at
Haiku poems. Alfie
particularly enjoyed
these short snappy
poems. In maths we
have continued with
money preparing for
our end of block
assessments next week. The class did some nice role
plays. Topic was fun this week. We continued our dance
to ‘The Deep Dark Earth Song’. The students did a great
job of learning the choreography and then devised
some of their own. We have also looked at what a
meadow needs to grow, and how photosynthesis works.
The students were amazed to see the leaf as a living
breathing entity! Thank you to Mrs Bradshaw, Mr Sygrove
and Mr Ward for helping Elm to get our WIFI working. This
has enabled us to get on to the Lexia programme which
the children have talked about in their comments this

week.
Ben: I like being able to
challenge my friends on
Prodigy maths.
Baron: I really like being
able to do Prodigy maths in
class and using the laptops
is cool.
James: I like Lexia because
it talks to me and helps me to understand.
Kaschan: It can be annoying using Lexia if I get things
wrong but it gives me the chance to try again.
Kyle: I think using the laptops is wonderful. I can ask
Google any questions I want.
Jake: I was able to get my laptop when I needed to find
something out. I looked up how long tadpoles can stay
on the surface for. The answer was a couple of days.
Ashantey: In Lexia I am on Level 10: In the French
Garden. It has verbs and syllables to work on.
Alfie: I really like Lexia. I want to use it all the time.
Naomi: I really like Lexia it is easy to understand.

Palm
Palm class have this week been finishing off their Art project.
They have been creating Art work for a Collograph design that they can
print from.
They started by drawing some designs from a piece of bark they
collected from the school field, then they had to transfer that design onto
a piece of cardboard.
Once on the cardboard they had to transfer different materials onto the
cardboard to form a pattern of different textures.
Then they had to paint their designs to be able to print and create a
pattern on paper.
Karanveer: I used rice, match sticks and some plastic straws on my
cardboard.
Patryk: I painted mine red as it is my favourite colour.
Bradley: I had a hard time getting the rice to stick on the cardboard, but I persevered and
completed it.
Parvir: I liked using the roller to produce a pattern on the paper, I also pressed down with my
fingers to help texture the pattern.
Daniel: it was a very messy job painting the design, I got paint all over my fingers and had to
wash them in the sink.

Maple
Over the last couple of weeks
we have been completing lots
of science. We have found out
about the jobs of the different
parts of a plant; parts of a
flowering plant; how plants
grow; what plants need to
grow and even
photosynthesis! Throughout
this we have been using our
science skills such as
predicting, observing, making
a fair test and thinking of
conclusions.
Chibunna: I liked how the
leaves were bubbling in the water. The bubbles were
oxygen. That means the leaves were making food for
themselves. We also wrote about each part of the plant.
Saira: We saw the leaves bubbling. Carbon dioxide,
sunlight and water go into the leaf and oxygen and
glucose come out.

Alex: Plants have a
stem, leave, flower
and roots.
Keith: Flowers are
bright so bees
collect pollen. They
take pollen to the
next flower so it can
make seeds.
Tyrese: The stem
sucks up water and the roots get water and the leaves
make food.
Skye: We have put cress in the dark and the light. We are
trying to see if plants need light to grow.
Adam: We did leaf rubbing with wax crayons. We saw
the veins. The middle part was called the midrib.
Jerome: I grabbed some of the leaves and we were
trying to see if we could see little bubbles. The bubbles
say that its alive. The bubbles are made from oxygen.
Ollie: The cress in the dark is orange/yellow which is cool.
The one in the light is green. Our sunflowers are growing
tall and beautiful.

Acer
Acer Class have been learning at home this week. We
have been practicing our money skills, making models of
our houses and we have seen each other on Zoom. We
are all looking forward to being back in school next
week.
Lolu: I have been on Espresso on the computer. I
practiced my pencil control. I practiced my number
bonds.
Oliver: I have been on Zoom. I like popping the bubbles on the camera. I liked seeing
everyone on Zoom.
Max: I have been doing some money work with my sister. I have made chocolate brownies.
Ben: I like being on Zoom. We did our music on Zoom. We sang songs. I have done my
dominoes work.

Walnut
Walnut class are working hard in
their maths lessons. They have
progressed through understanding
how to read and extract data to
producing different graphs to show
their findings.

Jasmine: I find the line graph quite
difficult to read. We collected
data for the line graphs this week,
we had a certain amount of time
to collect it and had to make a
tally chart.
Alexis: I liked doing the line graph,
Oskar: We have learnt how to draw collecting the data was fun. I liked
block charts, bar charts and now
doing the tally the best.
we are doing line graphs. I find the Quintin: I like doing the graphs
block chart easiest to do because and charts because I find it easy.
the lines are all together.
Amy and Mya have been learning at home this week
Sanah: I find block charts quite tricky because they are
and are using online platforms to further their
all stuck together and its more difficult to read.
understanding of the maths topic.

Pine
Pine class have been researching Andy Goldworthy in art
this week. He produces artwork using natural materials
(such as flowers, mud, ice, leaves, twigs, pebbles, boulders,
snow, thorns, bark, grass and pine cones). He uses circles,
lines and spirals and much of his work is made outside and
is meant to be temporary. He photographs the artwork and
then allows it to remain in the natural environment and
decay at its own rate.
Ashlee: Pine class have created their own art using circles made from daisies. We
collected hundreds of daisies from the school field and created a circle within a circle and it looks awesome.
Ewan: I really like Andy Goldworthy’s art because his art is unique. He likes to make circles from anything he can find
from nature. My favourite piece is the ice star.
Daniela: I created my own piece of art made from straw, seeds, wheat
and shells and I love it! I love nature because everyone can be happy
living with nature.
Isaiah: I made art from sticks, straw and some leaves and it’s my best work.
Irfanul: Andy Goldworthy created art from leaves and stones and trees. His
art makes me feel happy because it reminds me of spring.
Jamie: I think Andy Goldworthy’s art is amusing because I don’t think it’s
something you come across nowadays. We have lots of paintings, but we
don’t have a lot of outside work which is a shame because we should do
more work outside.
Gabriel: I like making patterns in my artwork and I tried to copy Andy
Goldworthy’s art. I made art from wheat, dry grasses and seeds. It’s not
quite as good as Andy Goldworthy’s though. We made a daisy circle on
the field and I want people to think Andy Goldworthy made it and I want
to shake his hand if he came to our school.

Forest School
The weather at Forest school this week has been terribly,
with only Hazel avoiding the down pours! All classes
became pros at putting the shelter up quickly in hope of
avoiding the rain. This week all classes have cooked
chocolate orange cakes on hot embers. Everyone had to
scoop out all of the orange, just leaving the case and the
pith. Once the mixture was made, the orange cases were
filled halfway, before being wrapped in tinfoil and
cooked.
Walnut: This week Walnut all had a very chilled session,
they enjoyed interacting with their peers on the swing and
spiders web the most. Kyle is becoming a pro at light the
fire. He stayed focused on task, keeping the fire fed to
cook the cakes.
Willow: The rain poured once again but Willow class were
not phased. Kaleem had an amazing time playing in the
mud puddle, he dug out mud and added water to make
different textures. Kajetan and Robin worked brilliantly as a
team to light the fire and use the Kelly Kettle.
Hazel: Hazel have be the luckiest class to have forest
school this week with not a drop of rain and lots of
sunshine. Callum and Dawid got the fire and kettle going
whilst Anna prepped the cake mixture. Hazel are planning
on doing a full English breakfast on the fire for their last week.
Ash: Once again Ash have had some awful weather, with winds and rains. However, as always this didn't
discourage them. With some pupil staying under the shelter completing art activities, other were at home on the
swing, splashing in the mud and lighting the fire.

Grange Values
All staff and pupils celebrate the Grange Values of
Belong, Believe and Achieve. Each fortnight the whole
school will focus on one of the values under these
headings. This term we will be exploring all of the values
that help us to feel that we Believe in the school
community.
The Grange Value for w/c 17th May 2021 is
Responsibility.

in the class with ICT problems. He has got up sorted
them out without even thinking. He has even helped
the staff!
Alex (Palm): Mr Kilcoyne has nominated Alex as she
showed a good attitude and responsibility in a Zoom
call to Bedford College. Alex has been accepted.
Ben (Elm) Mrs Didlick has nominated Ben as he has
shown responsibility by representing his class Elm by
Ashlee (Pine) was our Newsletter Monitor this week.
attending school parliament meetings.
Along with Miss Saulan she went around the school and Beech class have been responsible for their own
recorded members of staff’s quotes on where they had
learning this week especially in English. They have been
seen creativity in school this week.
using lots of new vocabulary and starting their
Next weeks Grange Value is Responsibility
sentences in lots of different ways. Mr Holmes has been
very impressed.
Lex (Cedar): Mrs Coles has nominated Lex as on
Pine class have taken on the responsibility of looking
several occasions this week he has helped other pupils after their two new chicks. Mrs Noble

BILTT SUMMER FAYRE
BILTT are holding a summer fayre on Saturday 10th July 2021 at
Grange Academy.
The times of entry are between 11:30am to 1:00pm and 1:15pm to
3:00pm. Tickets will be Adults £1, children age 3 – 16 years 50p and
infants free of charge. Tickets are now available on this link. https://
gofund.me/2a5b9076
It will be a great day for all the family. There will be a great selection
of things to do for everyone. There will certainly be enough to keep
you entertained.
We are looking for volunteers to help set up this event and/or help
run a stall on the day.
We are also looking for businesses who wish to have a stall at the
summer fair. There will be a cost of £10.00 per pitch (£18 for a
double pitch). If you or someone you know wishes to have a table
please contact nikki.horner@biltt.org

OTHER NOTICES

AFTER SCHOOL CLUB

Star of the Week:

Primary Celebrations

Elm Class - James for making good choices and working very hard in probes,
maths and English.
Maple Class – Kieran, who has positively managed his behaviour and has been
doing lots of Purple Mash whilst remote learning, trying hard.
Oak Class – Noah for trying super hard in literacy and impressed everyone with
his descriptive writing.
Willow Class – Tristan for working so hard in art to create a watercolour flower. He
listened carefully to each step and followed the techniques with care.
Special Mention: Kaschan and Tristan for being so friendly and polite on Friday,
and playing nicely together.

Secondary Celebrations
This Week’s Honourable Mentions:
Palm Class – Karanveer for doing amazing in PE. He had a massive smile
whilst practising his football and heading skills.
Sycamore Class – James for being consistently wonderful and joining in
more in class discussions, offering up his thoughts and opinions
Pine Class – Gabriel for persevering in maths with two step problems and
money skills
Hazel Class – Dawid who was really focussed all week, particularly in maths with drawing and interesting graphs.
Cedar Class – Josiah for his absolute focus and great effort in art.
Walnut Class – Mayson for trying so hard in PE and being a top goalie in the final hockey match.
Beech Class – Oumar for his fantastic attitude to sharing his experiences with Eid with the class (and in assembly).
His fasting has not hindered his good attitude and learning and we are proud of him.

Staff News
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone at Grange Academy for welcoming me back with literal
"open arms" following my placement at Great Denham Primary School. I learnt a great deal during my time away
and am looking forward to integrating this learning into my teaching at Grange.
It has been a pleasure to see the work that Beech, Cedar, Hazel, Palm and Walnut have completed on Animation,
and I am very excited - as I hope you all are - about the Stop Motion Films we will be creating in the coming weeks
on Life Cycles. Mrs Rowley

Sign of the Week

Grange Academy learn a
British Sign Language sign
weekly Please practice this
with your children.
You will find this information
on our website
www.grange.beds.sch.uk
You will find this information on the school website. Each
week there will be a new link for the sign and a image and
video on who to sign it.
The sign for week w/c 24th May 2021: tree
Instructions: right elbow cradled in left hand, right clawed
hand, palm up/ left twists from side to side

UNICEF: Rights Respecting Schools
Gold School
Article of the Week
Please talk to your children about the
articles each week.
Article 40
You have the right to legal help and fair
treatment in the justice system that respects
Each week a pupil at Grange Academy will give
us their thoughts and comments on the Article of
the Week.
Mrs Rowley (ICT Teacher)
There are times when everybody needs help and
the children learn through British Values how the
justice system is always there for them and their
families.

Grange Diary Dates
May Half Term— 31st May—4th June 2021
Pupils’ Return to School— Monday 7th June 2021

